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(54) Method and device for transrating a video stream

(57) The objective of the invention is to improve the
performance of a transrating system (10). A processed
video stream (IN) may contain at least one slice of a pic-
ture, the slice comprising luminance coefficients (Y) and
chrominance coefficients (U, V). According to a first in-
ventive method, the slice is transrated by performing at
least a part of both a decoding procedure and an encod-
ing procedure on that slice. For this, at least two inde-

pendent transrating-units (14, 16, 18) are provided, each
of which is designed to perform the decoding-encoding
procedure independently from the other transrating-units
(14, 16, 18). One of the transrating-units (14) processes
the luminance data (Y), while at least one other of the
transrating-units (16, 18) processes the chrominance da-
ta (U, V). According to a second inventive method, the
two types of coefficients (Y and U, V) are re-quantised
such that a different change in quantisation level results.
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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a method and a device for transrating a video stream. In particular, the invention relates
to transrating a video stream according to one of the following standards: MPEG-2, MPEG-4, particularly MPEG-4/AVC
(Advanced Video Coding, which is also known as H.264), MPEG-4 Part 2, H.263, and MPEG-1.

Background

[0002] Video transrating is an efficient and widespread technology used to adapt the video bit-rate of a video stream
to the heterogeneity of usages, applications, and end-device capabilities. Another application for transrating is to adapt
the bit-rate of a media stream to the capacity of a transport network, i.e. its bandwidth. Transrating is sometimes also
referred to as transcoding. However, this term can be confused with the process of transcoding a video for changing a
frame size (e.g. transcoding HDTV to SDTV) and/or for changing the output codec (e.g. transcoding MPEG-2 to MPEG-
4). In connection with the present invention, the term transrating means changing, in particular reducing, the amount of
bits used for representing at least one given slice of a picture of the video stream. The term slice refers to a spatially
distinct region of a picture or frame, wherein the slice is encoded separately from any other region of the same frame.
Depending on the type of video stream, a slice may also comprise a complete picture.
[0003] When reducing the bit-rate of a video stream, the visual quality of pictures contained in the transrated video
stream is generally lower than that of the original pictures. However, different algorithms for transrating exist that provide
different output qualities. Choosing an algorithm that provides a good output quality generally also means that for the
transrating a larger amount of calculations is to be performed. Thus, when implementing a video transrating system,
one has to choose the algorithm offering the best compromise between calculation amount and quality.

Invention

[0004] A problem to be solved by the invention is to improve the performance of a transrating system in terms of output
quality and/or speed. This problem is solved by the method disclosed in claim 1. An apparatus that utilises this method
is disclosed in claim 7. Further, the problem can be solved by a device according to claim 13. Additional advantageous
embodiments of the invention are given by the dependent claims.
[0005] According to a first aspect of the invention, the amount of bits used for representing a given slice of a picture
of the video stream is changed by performing at least a part of both a decoding procedure and an encoding procedure
on that slice. For doing this, at least two independent transrating-units are provided, each of which is designed to
independently perform the decoding-encoding procedure on a part of the slice. More specifically, one of the transrating-
units processes luminance data of the slice, while at least one other of the transrating-units processes chrominance
data of the slice.
[0006] The inventive method improves the transrating system by exploiting the property of a picture that its luminance
components and its chrominance components can be processed independently from each other. Consequently, one
can run the transrating on different calculation modules in parallel and/or choose different algorithms for each of the
components. This can afford a better compromise between calculation speed and output stream quality.
[0007] In connection with the invention, the term transrating-unit refers to a processing unit that is designed to be
operated and/or configured independently of other transrating-units. It is thus possible to process the luminance data
on the basis of a transrating algorithm (or a specific set of parameters for such a transrating algorithm) that completely
differs from a transrating algorithm (or a set of parameters) that is used for transrating the chrominance data. In particular,
each transrating-unit may be designed to independently perform at least one of the following decoding-encoding pro-
cedures as a transrating method: a full decoding and full encoding (FDFE), a cascaded pixel domain transrating (CPDT),
a fast pixel domain transrating (FPDT), a fast DCT (discrete cosine transform) domain transrating (FDDT), a mixed re-
quantisation algorithm (MRA). Selecting independently the processing algorithm for each component often allows finding
a better compromise between calculation amount and output stream quality.
[0008] As the transrating-unit for processing the luminance data is different from the one (or the ones) processing the
chrominance data, it is possible to make an optimal choice for processing these two different types of data. Accordingly,
in one embodiment of the inventive method, the transrating-unit for processing the luminance data performs a different
transrating method than the at least one transrating-unit for processing the chrominance data.
[0009] For instance, one can increase the visual quality of the transrated output stream by using FPDT for the luminance
data and CPDT for the chrominance data, while this only slightly increases the calculation amount. Indeed, in most
cases, a chrominance component drift is visually more annoying than luminance component drift. As the CPDT avoids
this drift for the chrominance data, the visual quality can be improved. Generally, if the processing platform is not limited
regarding the input stream characteristics (e.g. bit-rate or frame size), the FDFE or CPDT will be preferred, as each of
these algorithms ensures the best quality. But if this is not the case, the FPDT will be the best compromise as it reduces
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the calculation amount while ensuring a predefined level of quality.
[0010] At least one of the transrating-unit may be designed to perform at least two different transrating methods for
transrating data of a given slice of a picture. In one embodiment of the inventive methods, the transrating-unit chooses
between the methods in dependence on at least one of the following criteria: a target bit-rate of the transrated video
stream, a target quality of pictures of the transrated video stream, a PSNR (peak signal to noise ratio), an availability of
processing resources. These criteria have proven to provide a suitable basis for choosing the best performing algorithm
automatically on a transrating system.
[0011] In another embodiment of the inventive method, the luminance data and the chrominance data are processed
simultaneously by operating the corresponding transrating-units on at least two different processor kernels. By using
such a parallel structure, the resulting parallel processing of the luminance data and the chrominance data of a slice
speeds-up the overall transrating process.
[0012] What is referred to as chrominance data in the preceding part of the description generally comprises two
chrominance components of a picture, which are the Cr-component and the Cb-component. Accordingly, in a preferred
embodiment of the inventive method a total of three transrating-units are provided, one of which processes the luminance
data, one of which processes the Cr-coefficients comprised in the chrominance data and one of which processes the
Cb-coefficients comprised in the chrominance data. This allows for an even finer tuning of the performance with regard
to calculation amount, speed and quality.
[0013] The second aspect of the invention is also concerned with a method for transrating a video stream that comprises
at least one slice of a picture that is at least partially represented by luminance coefficients as coefficients of a first type
and chrominance coefficients as coefficients of a second type. For changing the amount of bits used for representing
the slice, a quantisation level of the coefficients of one type is changed. With regard to the coefficients of the other type,
a change of a quantisation level of these coefficients is smaller than the change of the quantisation level of the coefficients
of the first type. Preferably, the change of the quantisation level of the chrominance coefficients (Cr-coefficients and/or
Cb-coefficients) of the slice is smaller than the change of the quantisation level of the luminance coefficients. In connection
with the invention, a lower level of quantisation means a smaller quantisation step size or, in other words, a finer resolution
of the quantiser.
[0014] The principle of the re-quantisation algorithm is to inverse quantify DC and AC coefficients of at least the
luminance data and to re-quantify them with a new, larger (coarser) quantisation step size. This leads to the change in
the level of quantisation. The choice of the new quantisation step size can be made locally (for each macroblock of a
given slice) and/or considering the overall target bit-rate reduction. The macroblock encoding modes do not need to be
changed for performing this method. In general, the problem with re-quantisation algorithms is that they degrade the
visual quality and can introduce drifts. Depending on the video content characteristics, the luminance or the chrominance
degradation can be more visible. The inventive method according to the second aspect of invention allows to reduce
(or even suppress) a luminance or a chrominance drift of the re-quantisation algorithm and/or to reduce the quality
degradation of the luminance/chrominance component. The chrominance component represents only a few percentages
of a typical video bitstream. Thus, in the case that the change of the quantisation level of the chrominance coefficients
is smaller than that of the luminance coefficients, the inventive method does not degrade the re-quantisation efficiency
in terms of bit-rate reduction significantly, while the overall output stream quality is increased.
[0015] According to one embodiment of the second inventive method, for at least one macroblock of the slice (preferably
for all macroblocks of the slice) the level of quantisation of the chrominance coefficients after the transrating is smaller
than or equal to the quantisation level of the luminance coefficients of that macroblock before the transrating. By this
embodiment drift can be reliably avoided with regard to the chrominance coefficients. Preferably, the level of quantisation
of the chrominance coefficients after the transrating is equal to the quantisation level of the luminance coefficients before
the transrating for all macroblocks. This is feasible, for example, if the change of the quantisation level of the luminance
coefficients is the same for each macroblock in the slice.
[0016] The method can be easily implemented in a way that allows applying the method to a conventional video stream.
To this end, in one embodiment of the inventive method a picture parameter set (PPS) is inserted into the transrated
video stream, wherein the additional picture parameter set comprises quantisation level information on the quantisation
level of the transrated coefficients. This embodiment affords the advantage that the change of the quantisation level of
the chrominance coefficients Cr and Cb can be easily defined in the transrated video stream by means of an offset that
is added to a quantisation parameter QPy for the luminance coefficients in order to derive the quantisation parameter
QPc of the chrominance coefficients and to address the table of the quantisation levels for chrominance coefficients Cr
and Cb. Thus, a second path quantisation step index for the chrominance coefficients can be set that is different from
the one for the luminance coefficients.
[0017] According to another embodiment of the second inventive method the at least one additional picture parameter
set is derived from a picture parameter set that is already contained in the video stream before the transrating, i.e. in
the input video stream. Thus, there is no need to derive the remaining syntax elements of the picture parameter set.
These can be directly copied from the original picture parameter set.
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[0018] In order to reduce the amount of bits used to encode the chrominance residuals in the transrated (output) video
stream without modifying the DC components (thus avoiding drift in the chrominance), one embodiment of the second
inventive method comprises the step of filtering and/or thresholding the AC chrominance coefficients. Further, a chroma
quantisation parameter index offset for the transrated chrominance coefficients is set to a value such that a value of a
chroma quantisation parameter QPc after the transrating is smaller than or equal to a value of a chroma quantisation
parameter QPc before the transrating.
[0019] It is pointed out here that the invention also comprises methods that consist of a combination of an embodiment
of the first inventive method and an embodiment of the second inventive method.
[0020] A third aspect of the invention is concerned with a device for transrating a video stream. The inventive device
comprises a processing unit adapted to perform an embodiment of one of the inventive methods.
[0021] A particularly well performing embodiment of the device is obtained, if the processing unit comprises a multi-core
and/or a multi-processor system. The inventive device may be provided, for example, as a transrater, a splicer, or a re-
multiplexer.

Drawings

[0022] Exemplary embodiments of the invention are described with reference to the accompanying drawings, which
show in:

Fig. 1 a schematic illustration of a transrating device according to one embodiment of the inventive transrating device;

Fig. 2 a block diagram of the transrating device of Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 a block diagram of a transrating-unit comprising an FDFE architecture;

Fig. 4 a block diagram of a transrating-unit comprising a CPDT architecture;

Fig. 5 a block diagram of a transrating-unit comprising an FPDT architecture;

Fig. 6 a block diagram of a transrating-unit comprising an FDDT architecture;

Fig. 7 a block diagram of a transrating-unit comprising an MRA architecture;

Fig. 8 a more compact representation of the MRA architecture of Fig. 8;

Fig. 9 a block diagram of another embodiment of the inventive transrating device;

Fig. 10 a table comparing the different, possible architectures of the transrating-units;

Fig. 11 a diagram showing the output quality of different transrating devices;

Fig. 12 a principle structure of a video stream before and after transrating the video stream according to an embodiment
of the second inventive method;

Fig. 13 a diagram showing results for a PSNR for different transrated video streams;

Fig. 14 a table showing the percentage of bits used for luminance and chrominance coefficients in several different
MPEG-4/AVC video streams.

Exemplary embodiments

[0023] Fig. 1 shows a transrating device 10 that receives an input video stream IN and generates an output video
stream OUT from the data of the input video stream IN. The transrating device 10 can be provided, for example, as a
transrater or as a component of a splicer or a re-multiplexer. Both the input video stream IN and the output video stream
OUT can be an MPEG-4, in particular an MPEG-4/AVC, or an MPEG 2 video stream.
[0024] The input video stream IN and the output video stream OUT contain the same sequence of frames or pictures.
Transmitting the pictures of the input video stream IN to the transrating device 10 at a speed that allows for an online
reproduction of the pictures of the output stream IN requires a bandwidth or bit-rate 12. The transrating device 10 reduces
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the amount of bits used for representing slices of the pictures of the input video streams IN. The resulting, transrated
slices are re-assembles to give the output video stream OUT. For reproducing the pictures of the output video stream
online, a bit-rate 12’ is needed that is smaller than the bit-rate 12.
[0025] In Fig. 2 the transrating device 10 is shown in more detail. The input video stream IN is decoded by a variable
length decoder VLD. The decoder VLD is coupled to three transrating-units 14, 16, 18. The output data of each transrating-
unit 14, 16, 18 is transferred to a variable length encoder VLC. This encoder VLC combines the output data of the three
transrating-units 14, 16, 18 and generates the output video stream OUT from these output data.
[0026] The decoder VLD sends luminance data Y of the decoded input video stream IN to the transrating-unit 14.
Chrominance data U, V of the decoded input video stream IN are sent to the transrating-units 16 and 18, respectively.
The luminance data Y comprises DC and AC luminance coefficients. The chrominance data U comprises DC and AC
Cb-coefficients. The chrominance data V comprises DC and AC Cr-coefficients.
[0027] The transrating-units 14, 16, 18 can be provided as signal processing program code that is executable on a
general purpose processor or a digital signal processor or a microcontroller. The transrating-units 14, 16, 18 can also
be provides as one or more pieces of dedicated hardware, like an integrated circuit (IC), an FPGA (field programmable
gate array) or an ASIC (application specific integrated circuit). Since the core transrating of, for example, a CPDT and
a FPDT are processing the three components Y, U, V independently, one can parallelise this architecture for taking
benefit of a multiprocessor platform and for choosing the transrating algorithm independently for each component.
Accordingly, the transrating-units 14, 16, 18 may run in parallel, such that corresponding data Y, U, V belonging to the
same slice of a picture is processed simultaneously.
[0028] Each transrating-unit 14, 16, 18 may process the respective data Y, U, Y on the basis of the same or a different
algorithms. In Fig. 3 to Fig. 8, examples of different decoding-encoding-procedures are shown as they may be performed
by one of the transrating-units 14, 16, 18. In Fig. 3 to Fig. 8, the decoder VLD and the encoder VLC are also shown in
order to provide a better orientation.
[0029] Fig. 3 shows a full decoding and full encoding (FDFE) architecture. In that case, a decoder and an encoder
are simply cascaded. This straightforward architecture is the most costly one in terms of calculation amount (high CPU
load). From the decoded video data, the coefficients are processed by a cascade of an inverse quantiser IQ1 and an
inverse discrete cosine transform IDCT. Motion vectors mv of the decoded data are transferred to a motion compensation
MC that processes decoded pictures from a previous frame. The corresponding data are stored in a memory Mem. The
output of the motion compensation MC and the transform IDCT are combined and sent to a filter. The result is a fully
decoded picture. From the fully decoded picture a residual is calculated on the basis of a motion estimation ME and a
motion compensation MC. The residual is transformed by a discrete cosine transform DCT and the output coefficients
are re-quantised by a quantisation Q2. The re-quantised coefficients are output to the encoder VLC and an inverse
quantiser IQ2.
[0030] For the following architectures shown in Fig. 4 to Fig. 9, components corresponding in their functionality to
those shown in Fig. 3 are also denoted with the same abbreviations like in Fig. 3.
[0031] Fig. 4 shows a cascaded pixel domain transrating (CPDT). The architecture is comparable to that of the FDFE
of Fig. 3 except that the motion estimation ME and the coding choices (e.g. encoding modes, slice types, reference
slices and the like) are reused from the input stream IN or are only slightly adapted. This architecture is also called full
decoding partial encoding (FDPE). It simplifies the FDFE significantly, since processing the motion estimation and the
coding choices is very costly in terms of calculation amount.
[0032] Fig. 5 shows a fast pixel domain transrating (FPDT). It is a simplification of the CPDT architecture. The linear
property of the DCT and of the motion compensation MC is exploited. However this simplification can introduce small
drifts, because of the non-linearity assumption in the case of both MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 and because of the intra
prediction in the case of MPEG-4. This drift can be a problem in case of a long group of pictures (GOP).
[0033] Fig. 6 shows a fast DCT domain transrating (FDDT). One can omit the IDCT and the DCT in the CPDT by
operating the motion compensation of the re-quantisation errors in the DCT domain. However, this stage is more complex
and is limited to some particular cases. More over, the calculation amount is not always reduced.
[0034] Fig. 7 shows a mixed re-quantisation algorithm (MRA). The MRA introduces a refinement by using CPDT for
(intra-coded) I-slices and FPDT for (predictive-coded) P-slices and (bidirectionally predictive-coded) B-slices. Fig. 8
shows a simplified version of the block diagram of Fig. 7.
[0035] A further improvement is achieved by re-computing the CBP-parameters (CBP - coded block pattern) in the
video stream, skipping modes in CPDT and FPDT and increasing the precision of the re-quantised errors storage. This
version of the MRA is denoted here as MRA+MRE.
[0036] Fig. 9 shows a transrating device 10’ with transrating units 14’, 16’, and 18’. Each of the transrating units 14’,
16’, 18’ comprises an MRA+MRE architecture.
[0037] When implementing a video transrating system, one has to choose the algorithm offering the best compromise
between calculation amount and quality. In Fig. 10, a table is shown that helps choosing a suitable architecture for each
of the transrating-units of a transrating system for a specific application that is supposed to operate according to one
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embodiment of one of the inventive methods.
[0038] Fig. 11 shows the advantages of the inventive transrating devise (continuous line) in comparison to traditional
approaches (dashed line).
[0039] Fig. 12 shows the effect of transrating an input video stream IN into an output video stream OUT by means of
a transrating device 10" according to another embodiment of the inventive transrating device. Both the input video stream
IN and the output video stream OUT can be MPEG-4/AVC video streams. The transrating device 10" shown in Fig. 12
can be, for example, a transrater for the MPEG-4/AVC standard.
[0040] In the example shown, the input video stream IN contains a sequence parameter set SPS, a picture parameter
set PPS0 and three slices Slice0, Slice1, Slice2. The output video stream OUT contains the sequence parameter set
SPS, the picture parameter set PPS0, two new parameter sets PPS1, PPS2 and the three transrated slices Slice0’,
Slice1’, Slice2’. Further data comprised in the input video stream IN and the output video stream OUT are not shown in
detail in Fig. 12.
[0041] In Fig. 12, parts of the content of each parameter sets and the slices is also shown. A reference contained in
a parameter set or a slice are pointed out in Fig. 12 by the symbol "=>". For example, picture parameter set PPS0 refers
to the sequence parameter set SPS with identification SPS 0, i.e. seq_parameter_set_id=0 => SPS 0 in picture parameter
set PPS0.
[0042] The transrating device 10" changes the quantisation level in the slices Slice0, Slice1, Slice2 in order to obtain
the transrated slices Slice0’, Slice1’, Slice2’. In the example, each of the slices Slice0’, Slice1’, Slice2’ has different
values for the syntax elements chroma_qp_index_offset and second_chroma_qp_index_offset. In order to obtain an
output video stream OUT according to the video standard used, the transrating device 10" has copied the picture
parameter set PPS0 to obtain the picture parameter sets PPS1 and PPS2. Each of the picture parameter sets PPS0,
PPS1, PPS2 contains one of the value pairs a/b, c/d, e/f for the two syntax elements chroma_qp_index_offset and
second_chroma_qp_index_offset. By referencing the different picture parameter sets PPS0, PPS1, PPS2 the transrated
slices Slice0’, Slice1’, Slice2’ can refer to the right pair of values.
[0043] The transrating device 10" re-quantises differently the luminance and the chrominance coefficients contained
in the slices Slice0, Slice1, Slice2 for obtaining the transrated slices Slice0’, Slice1’, Slice2’. The criteria for deciding the
difference in quantisation steps between chrominance and luminance can be found on the basis of test sequences. In
the following, qp1 is the quantisation step used for the initial coding given the input video stream IN. The value qp1 is
used for an inverse quantisation during the transrating. Similarly, qp2 is the quantisation step used for the quantisation
during the transrating to give the output video stream OUT. If for the same variation of the quantisation step for the
chrominance and the luminance components, qp_delta = qp2 - qp1, the chrominance component is more degraded than
the luminance one, a lower qp variation for chrominance then for luminance re-quantisation is decided or no variation
of quantisation step for the re-quantisation of the chrominance component is decided at all. If for the same variation of
the quantisation step for the chrominance and luminance components, qp_delta = qp2 - qp1, the luminance component
is more degraded than the chrominance one, a lower qp variation for luminance then for chrominance re-quantisation
is decided or no variation of the quantisation step for the re-quantisation of the luminance component is decided at all.
[0044] The transrating device 10" uses the picture parameter set PPS syntax elements chroma_qp_index_offset and
second_ chroma_qp_index_offset defined in the document ITU-T Rec. H264-ISO/IEC 14496-10 AVC (MPEG4) or JVT
H.264. These fields are used to specify an offset to be added to Qpy for addressing the table of QPc values for the Cb
and the Cr chroma component. Another solution consists in setting a second path quantisation step index (qp2) for
chrominance (chroma_qp2) different than the luminance one (luma_qp2). These values are stored in the dedicated
fields that are chroma_qp_index_offset and second_chroma_qp_index_offset. Their range is specified in the standard
within the limits [-12,+12].
[0045] The field chroma_qp_index_offset is used, in standard H.264, to define the quantiser value of the chrominance
component when implementing the coding of the video data. The quantiser values used to quantify the AC and DC
coefficients of a given macroblock for luminance (QPy) and chrominance (QPc) are derived from qp_index using formulae
fy() and fc(): 

[0046] Like was explained above, the re-quantisation algorithms degrade the review quality and can include use drifts,
especially a FPDT and a FDDT. Depending on the video content characteristics, the luminance or the chrominance
degradation can be more visible.
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[0047] For instance, Fig. 13 represents the peak signal to noise ratio, or PSNR, obtained after transrating (FPDT) a
video stream with qp2=qp1+1 and with qp2=qp1+5. For the larger variance of quantisation level a higher degradation
(drift) for chrominance than for luminance is the result. This artefact is typical for the FPDT algorithm in the case of an
AVC bitstream, in particular due to the wrong estimation of the chroma DC re-quantisation errors. Since the chroma-DC
mode is widely represented in AVC encoded bit streams, this is a major source of drift in chrominance. In Fig. 13 the
result is also shown for chrominance with qp2=qp1+0, that is without any change in quantisation level.
[0048] The process of re-quantisation in the transrating device 10" will use such information for the re-quantisation of
the luminance and/or chrominance coefficients. For instance, to re-quantify chrominance softer than luminance, a value
of chroma_qp_index_offset_2 is chosen such that for every macroblock: (qp2+chroma_qp_index_offset_2) -
(qp1+chroma_qp_index_offset_1) < (qp2 - qp1).
[0049] Another solution consists in keeping the chrominance quantisation step, for the rescaling, un-changed, in order
to avoid drift. In that case, the value of chroma_qp_index_ offset_2 is chosen such that for every macroblock (qp2+
chroma_qp_index_offset_2) <= qp1.
[0050] Most of the chrominance coefficients do not need to be re-quantised (same QPc). This reduces the amount of
calculation significantly. The re-quantisation of the luminance value qp2 can be chosen such that 

[0051] This is feasible, if (qp2-qp1) is the same for every macroblock in the slice.
[0052] In the AVC coding standard, the content of a PPS is a particular value of pic_parameter_set_id. it can be
changed after the last VCL NAL unit (VCL - video coding layer; NAL - network abstraction layer) of a coded picture
referring to it and before the first VCL NAL unit of another coded picture referring to it. Consequently, one can insert a
PPS before each first VCL NAL unit of a coded picture with the desired value of chroma_qp_index_offset, except if two
consecutive coded pictures have the same value for chroma_qp_index_offset. In the latter case, the previous one can
be used.
[0053] In order to minimise the amount of inserted new PPS, the transrating device 10" can create for each PPS0 of
the input stream IN a set of several PPS, i.e. PPS0, PPS1, PPS2, for the output stream OUT. The new PPS are identical
to the original PPS except for the value of chroma_qp_index_offset and second_chroma_qp_index_offset. The value
of chroma_qp_ index_offset (and similarly chroma_qp_index_offset_2) is chosen in order to fulfil one of the conditions
given by the above equations for several (preferably most) coded pictures of the output stream OUT that were referring
to the original PPS0.
[0054] Additionally, in order to reduce the amount of bits used to encode the chrominance residuals in the output
stream OUT but without modifying the DC (to avoid drift in chrominance), the AC coefficients of the chrominance can
be filtered and/or subjected to a threshold, while choosing a value of chroma_qp_index_offset_2 such that for each
macroblock the following condition is fulfilled: 

[0055] This results in an equivalent bitstream size reduction.
[0056] In Fig. 14 a table is given showing the percentage of bits used for luminance and chrominance coefficients in
several typical MPEG-4/AVC video streams.
[0057] Referring again to Fig. 13, the result for chrominance with qp2=qp1+0 shows that by re-quantising differently
the luminance and the chrominance coefficients the visual quality of the output pictures can be improved. At the same
time, from Fig. 14 it is clear that the chrominance component represents only a few percentages of a typical AVC
bitstream. Thus, the invention does not degrade the re-quantisation efficiency (in terms of bit-rate reduction) significantly,
while it increases the overall quality of the output stream OUT.

Claims

1. Method for transrating a video stream (IN), wherein for changing, especially reducing, the amount of bits used for
representing a given slice of a picture of the video stream at least a part of both a decoding procedure and an
encoding procedure is performed on that slice, and wherein at least two independent transrating-units (14, 16, 18,
14’, 16’, 18’) are provided, each of which independently performs the decoding-encoding procedure on a part of the
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slice, and wherein luminance data of the slice are processed by one of the transrating-units and chrominance data
of the slice are processed by at least one other of the transrating-units.

2. Method according to claim 1, wherein each transrating-unit (14, 16, 18, 14’, 16’, 18’) performs at least one of the
following transrating decoding-encoding procedure: a full decoding and full encoding (FDFE), a cascaded pixel
domain transrating (CPDT), a fast pixel domain transrating (FPDT), a fast DCT domain transrating (FDDT), a mixed
re-quantisation algorithm (MRA).

3. Method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the luminance data (Y) and the chrominance data (U, V) are processed
at the same time by operating the transrating-units (14, 16, 18, 14’, 16’, 18’) on at least two different data processor
kernels.

4. Method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the transrating-unit (14, 14’) for processing the luminance
data (Y) performs a different transrating method than the at least one transrating-unit (16, 18, 16’, 18’) for processing
the chrominance data (U, V).

5. Method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein at least one of the transrating-units (14, 16, 18, 14’, 16’,
18’) performs at least two different transrating methods and wherein for transrating the slice the transrating-unit (14,
16, 18, 14’, 16’, 18’) chooses between the methods in dependence on at least one of the following criteria: a target
bit-rate (12’) of the transrated video stream (OUT), a target quality of pictures of the transrated video stream, a
PSNR, availability of processing resources.

6. Method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein three transrating-units (14, 16, 18, 14’, 16’, 18’) are
provided, one of which processes the luminance data (Y), one of which processes Cr-coefficients (V) comprised in
the chrominance data and one of which processes Cb-coefficients (U) comprised in the chrominance data.

7. Method for transrating a video stream (IN), the video stream (IN) comprising a slice (Slice0, Slice1, Slice2) of a
picture that is at least partially represented by luminance coefficients as coefficients of a first type and chrominance
coefficients as coefficients of a second type, wherein for changing the amount of bits used for representing the slice
(14, 16, 18, 14’, 16’, 18’) a quantisation level of the coefficients (Y, U, V) of one of said first and second types is
changed, and wherein a change of a quantisation level of the coefficients (Y, U, V) of one type is smaller than the
change of the quantisation level of the coefficients (Y, U, V) of the other type.

8. Method according to claim 7, wherein for at least one macroblock of the slice (Slice0, Slice1, Slice2), preferably for
all macroblocks of the slice (Slice0, Slice1, Slice2), the level of quantisation of the chrominance coefficients (U, V)
after the transrating is smaller than, or equal to, preferably always equal to, the quantisation level of the luminance
coefficients (Y) of that macroblock before the transrating.

9. Method according to claim 7 or 8, wherein at least one additional picture parameter set (PPS1, PPS2) is inserted
into the transrated video stream (OUT) and wherein the additional picture parameter set (PPS1, PPS2) comprises
quantisation level information on the quantisation level of the transrated coefficients.

10. Method according to claim 9, wherein the at least one additional picture parameter set (PPS1, PPS2) is derived
from a picture parameter set (PPSO) that is already contained in the video stream (IN) before the transrating.

11. Method according to one of claims 7 to 10, wherein a filter and/or a threshold is applied to AC chrominance coefficients
and wherein a chroma quantisation parameter index offset for the transrated chrominance coefficients is set to a
value such that a value of a chroma quantisation parameter QPc after the transrating is smaller than or equal to a
value of a chroma quantisation parameter QPc before the transrating.

12. Method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the video stream (IN) is encoded according to one of the
following standards: MPEG-4, especially MPEG-4/AVC, MPEG-2, MPEG-4 Part 2, H.263, MPEG-1.

13. Device (10, 10’, 10") for transrating a video stream, comprising a processing unit being adapted to perform a method
of one of the preceding claims.

14. Device (10, 10’, 10") according to claim 13, wherein the processing unit comprises a multi-core and/or a multi-
processor system.
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15. Device (10, 10’, 10") according to claim 13 or 14, wherein the device is a transrater, a splicer, or a re-multiplexer.
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